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Deployment

Deploy Advanced Cluster Management for Kubernetes

This section covers advanced cluster management for Kubernetes on Red Hat OpenShift with NetApp.

Prerequisites

1. A Red Hat OpenShift cluster (greater than version 4.5) for the hub cluster
2. Red Hat OpenShift clusters (greater than version 4.4.3) for managed clusters
3. Cluster-admin access to the Red Hat OpenShift cluster
4. A Red Hat subscription for Advanced Cluster Management for Kubernetes

Advanced Cluster Management is an add-on on for the OpenShift cluster, so there are certain requirements and restrictions on the hardware resources based on the features used across the hub and managed clusters. You need to take these issues into account when sizing the clusters. See the documentation here for more details.

Optionally, if the hub cluster has dedicated nodes for hosting infrastructure components and you would like to install Advanced Cluster Management resources only on those nodes, you need to add tolerations and selectors to those nodes accordingly. For more details, see the documentation here.

Deploy Advanced Cluster Management for Kubernetes

To install Advanced Cluster Management for Kubernetes on an OpenShift cluster, complete the following steps:

1. Choose an OpenShift cluster as the hub cluster and log into it with cluster-admin privileges.
4. On the Install Operator screen, provide the necessary details (NetApp recommends retaining the default parameters) and click Install.
5. Wait for the operator installation to complete.

6. After the operator is installed, click Create MultiClusterHub.
7. On the Create MultiClusterHub screen, click Create after furnishing the details. This initiates the installation of a multi-cluster hub.

Project: open-cluster-management

Advanced Cluster Management for Kubernetes -> Create MultiClusterHub

Create MultiClusterHub
Create by completing the form. Default values may be provided by the Operator authors.

Configure via:  ○ Form view  ○ YAML view

Note: Some fields may not be represented in this form view. Please select "YAML view" for full control.

Name *
multiclusterhub

Labels
app=foo

Advanced configuration

Create  Cancel

8. After all the pods move to the Running state in the open-cluster-management namespace and the operator moves to the Succeeded state, Advanced Cluster Management for Kubernetes is installed.
9. It takes some time to complete the hub installation, and, after it is done, the MultiCluster hub moves to Running state.

10. It creates a route in the open-cluster-management namespace. Connect to the URL in the route to access the Advanced Cluster Management console.
Features

Cluster Lifecycle Management

To manage different OpenShift clusters, you can either create or import them into Advanced Cluster Management.

1. First navigate to Automate Infrastructures > Clusters.
2. To create a new OpenShift cluster, complete the following steps:
   a. Create a provider connection: Navigate to Provider Connections and click Add a Connection, provide all the details corresponding to the selected provider type and click Add.

   Select a provider and enter basic information

   Provider
   [AWS: Amazon Web Services]

   Connection name
   [nik-held-aws]

   Namespace
   [default]

   Configure your provider connection

   Base DNS domain
   [cie.netapp.com]

   AWS access key ID
   [AKIAITC8ZD9S9ASDH]

   AWS secret access key
   [-----------------------------]

   Red Hat OpenShift pull secret
   [Fv53pNbkVvH9Pf2Mz9b1mTvG9V0TkmuhXz0xOvQ9t3cJubc6Vx7vOanW6Lsl56e4yG857tGZ2k5F6RJUaWlkNwNUM2Yb0FUbUFJncOBrpEwVZEOH13XAtMD3PUPo1WFRhC.GwtREIDQZRDYUReT1kibL72yG59VeUEUJN1weENSa2yiOU5yLWZ5GFVNA==;email="nikheldkukam@netapp.com";registry=redhat.io;]

   SSH private key
   [-----BEGIN OPENSSH PRIVATE KEY-----
   b3BlnNzaChZxkdjEAAAAABG5vbwUAAAAEbabdadssadm9uZQojAAAAAAAAbwAAAAAAtzc2l6Z\n   0yNTUxOQAAAACCCwLg4wSMHaeP+DevIrnz2aD2zkNtieM2ZJ/UHy/OUwAAAABAJtv/wa6xf8u
   -----END OPENSSH PRIVATE KEY-----]

   SSH public key
   [ssh-ed25519 AAAAC3NzaoCI4ZXINTS3AAAIAHtzAwAC746cgh21cB/4/n0/VE3Nob5/dQ2t4zVh19GfU/9Rd8A roots@jk-nck-rhel8]

   b. To create a new cluster, navigate to Clusters and click Add a Cluster > Create a Cluster. Provide the details for the cluster and the corresponding provider and click Create.
c. After the cluster is created, it appears in the cluster list with the status Ready.

3. To import an existing cluster, complete the following steps:
   a. Navigate to Clusters and click Add a Cluster > Import an Existing Cluster.
   b. Enter the name of the cluster and click Save Import and Generate Code. A command to add the existing cluster is displayed.
   c. Click Copy Command and run the command on the cluster to be added to the hub cluster. This initiates the installation of the necessary agents on the cluster, and, after this process is complete, the cluster appears in the cluster list with status Ready.
4. After you create and import multiple clusters, you can monitor and manage them from a single console.

**Application lifecycle management**

To create an application and manage it across a set of clusters,

1. Navigate to Manage Applications from the sidebar and click Create Application. Provide the details of the application you would like to create and click Save.
2. After the application components are installed, the application appears in the list.

3. The application can now be monitored and managed from the console.
Governance and risk

This feature allows you to define the compliance policies for different clusters and make sure that the clusters adhere to it. You can configure the policies to either inform or remediate any deviations or violations of the rules.

1. Navigate to Governance and Risk from the sidebar.

2. To create compliance policies, click Create Policy, enter the details of the policy standards, and select the clusters that should adhere to this policy. If you want to automatically remediate the violations of this policy, select the checkbox Enforce if Supported and click Create.
3. After all the required policies are configured, any policy or cluster violations can be monitored and remediated from Advanced Cluster Management.
Observability

Advanced Cluster Management for Kubernetes provides a way to monitor the nodes, pods, and applications, and workloads across all the clusters.

1. Navigate to Observe Environments > Overview.
2. All pods and workloads across all clusters are monitored and sorted based on a variety of filters. Click Pods to view the corresponding data.

3. All nodes across the clusters are monitored and analyzed based on a variety of data points. Click Nodes to get more insight into the corresponding details.
4. All clusters are monitored and organized based on different cluster resources and parameters. Click Clusters to view cluster details.

Create resources on multiple clusters

Advanced Cluster Management for Kubernetes allows users to create resources on one or more managed clusters simultaneously from the console. As an example, if you have OpenShift clusters at different sites backed with different NetApp ONTAP clusters and want to provision PVC’s at both sites, you can click the (+) sign on the top bar. Then select the clusters on which you want to create the PVC, paste the resource YAML, and click Create.
Create resource

Clusters | Select the clusters where the resource(s) will be deployed.

2 local-cluster, ocp-vmw

Resource configuration | Enter the configuration manifest for the resource(s).

YAML

```yaml
kind: PersistentVolumeClaim
apiVersion: v1
metadata:
  name: demo-pvc
spec:
  accessModes:
  - ReadWriteOnce
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 16G
    storageClassName: ocp-trident
```